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The old man’s name was Wang Mao, and also he was the president of the Cloud City Go 

Association. Behind him were a guy and also a female. They were his adherents. The man’s 

name was Xie Fei and the female’s name was Xu Huan. 

When Samuel saw him, he was a little surprised. Wang Mao was popular in the circle of Go 

in Cloud City, as well as he was a prestigious old man. The company he established was 

additionally extremely popular in Cloud City. Lots of rich people would certainly send their 

youngsters to school. Along with training Go, a lot of them would construct a great 

connection with the old man. 

The existing leader of the local public safety and security bureau was his pupil. When they 

fulfilled, he would definitely bow and call him teacher. With this layer of partnership, the Go 

school did not need to stress over registration at all. 

Samuel did not expect Wang Mao and Tian Changsheng to have such a good connection. 

” Where have you gone, you old point? I’m so stressed.” Tian Changsheng couldn’t wait to 

walk to Wang Mao’s side with a dissatisfied expression. 

Wang Mao grinned as well as stated, “What’s the hurry? You’re a man with your neck buried 

in the loess. Unwind.” 

 

” Bah, what are you speaking about?” Tian Changsheng scolded. 

Samuel was a little shocked when he saw the interaction in between the two. Wang Mao 

was the leader of the city bureau. 

In the past, the connection in between both was in fact adversaries. They transformed the 

hostility into relationship when they were old. They had a feeling of heroes treasuring each 

other, so their discussion was normally a little bit repulsive. 

 

” Are you the one who drove this old buddy of mine insane?” Wang Mao walked up to 

Samuel as well as asked with a smile. 



Samuel quickly stood. He could not overlook such a big shot. Out of the respect of the more 

youthful generation, he could not be arrogant due to the fact that of the support. 

” Grandpa Wang Mao, I really did not anticipate the Old Master Tian’s buddy to be you,” 

Samuel claimed. 

” I heard that not only are you efficient chess, but likewise you are good at Go?” Wang Mao 

looked Samuel up and down. Samuel was just a regular young man. He had never ever seen 

him take part in any competitors in the Go circle prior to. Possibly he had actually bragged 

about it before Tian Changsheng. 

” I do not risk to show off my abilities before you. I just found out a few moves,” Samuel 

stated decently. 

” Come on then. If I don’t defeat you today, this old man will not let me go.” After Wang 

Mao completed talking, he took a seat contrary Samuel. 

Samuel checked out the time. The reception will begin, yet the game of Go pertained to an 

impasse. It would take at the very least a few hours for the video game to end. 

” Grandpa Wang, the banquet will begin quickly. Let’s come after dinner,” Samuel said. 

Wang Mao took a look at the moment and also said, “There are still more than 20 mins. 

That suffices.” 

Right now, Xie Fei, that lagged him, took a look at Samuel contemptuously and claimed, 

“Even if you can hang on for 20 mins under my master’s command, you are excellent, do 

you still want to win?” 

Wang Mao reprimanded in a low voice, “Xie Fei, how did I educate you? You can not be too 

arrogant.” 

Samuel might inform that despite the fact that Wang Mao was saying Xie Fei was wrong, he 

did not hide the pride in his bones in all. 

With Wang Mao’s condition, it was natural for him to be pleased. 

“Since that holds true, after that I will pleasantly approve your deal.” Samuel took a seat. 



Wang Mao held white. This was his practice. He would certainly never ever transform his 

mind when playing chess with anybody. 

Together, Samuel suched as black chess, so the two did not oppose each other. 

As quickly as Samuel began playing Go, the atmosphere all of a sudden altered. Tian 

Changsheng was much more familiar with the master’s temperament on him. 

 


